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The town of Lerry have been haunted by evil creatures for over a hundred years.
Every 7 years 7 months there will be a few person went missing.

You are playing as Detective Q
After years of investigating. Detective Q finally encounter the evil shapeshifting monster and begins their first conflict...
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OUR GAME'S FEATURES:
- EXPLORE THE MYSTERIOUS FOREST

- FINDING DIFFERENT PATH
- SOLVE PUZZLE TO WIN

- BATTLE EVIL CREATURES. COLLECT THE KEYS.
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★ WE. EVLAVV STUDIO. AS ALWAYS. PROMISES TO BRING YOU THE TROLLIEST, FUNNIEST AND
MOST HILARIOUS EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE EVER SEEN!

★ EVERY GAME IS SUPPOSED TO BE A FUN LITTLE ACTION PACKED PUZZLE SOLVING ADVENTURE
THAT REQUIRE BOTH YOUR BRAIN AND YOUR SKILLS TO COMPLETE!

★ SO... WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? PURCHASE THIS GAME NOW AND ENJOY THE RIDE!
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Title: I saw IT
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
evlavv_studio
Publisher:
evlavv_studio
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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nice game men but only 1 level ? -.- release more i wanna PLAY !! come on !. quot;I Saw IT" is more than a game, it transcends
what normal humans would call a "Masterpiece". It's pure beauty and geniality are hard to grasp for those who lacks the
sentinent capacity to realize that we are getting closer and closer to the core of what we ignorantly call our universe, and that (it)
is whom will bring us to the explosive conclusion of everything we've ever known.

It's philosophic genious start right at the loading screen, which is more than the game getting itselft ready so we can't be
consumed by madness after witnessing it's full potential, it's something more. Subtlety, we're giving tips on "controls" for the
game. At first glance, it's just normal controls, but upon closer inspection you realize that it's decieving (the player) into
believing in alternate universes. For instance, (it) says that you can press E to open doors, even though there aren't doors in the
game. You can crouch and jump, but there's no obstacles. You can reload, but there's no bullets. And the most mindblowing of
all, F doesn't turn on your Flashlight, it "Turns on the light".

Scared yet? What could they mean by turning on the lights? Could it mean that we're just pawns on a bigger plan, nothing more
than puppets on a show? It marvelously leaves subtle hints to interpretation and i'm shaking by the mere thought of having to
turn on the lights at home. Would i dare to press F? I'm speechless. This is true Genious.

Our first objective is to find a fireplace and equip a weapon. Notice how the flames are green and burns in thin air, we'll get to it
later. When you equip the Assis Axe of Alderan you soon realize that ((the_player)) holds it between his eyes, which covers a
good amount of the screen. For me it was hard to see because of this, but it's again a subtle criticism about the vanity of men.
Even in a forest far away from society, the player holds this material object like it's himself, and slowly becomes the weapon.
Man. Becomes. War. It gives shivers down my spine.

Our second objective is to find 5 keys. It would be quite a ordinary task, but we soon realize that these keys are hidden inside
monsters. Yes, fellow humans, monsters are real and for achieving true enlightment we have to destroy them mercilessly. So we
do it. There are dozens of corpses around the forest, which we soon realize that aren't the monsters victims, but ours. MBW
(Man Becomes War).

I got tired of writing this♥♥♥♥♥♥the game is awful bye.. Walked around bix box forest with all trees looking the same,
picked up one weapon, smacked 5 boys dead, won the game, all within 7 minutes. What could be better?

p.s. If you're as pro as I am then you can beat the game within two hours and return it to steam and get your money back... nyeh
nyeh nyeh. the game stinks. one level - that's IT!. is var goad gaem!!. This game has given me so many great memories to share
with my kids. It is undoubtedly the best game I have ever played. In fact, I think it is a better game than the original Silent Hill.
See you at the game awards!!!!!
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